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Abstract
Negative ions are of fundamental interest in atomic physics due to the enhanced
importance of the electron correlation. In this thesis new spectroscopic methods
have been developed and then applied to study the nature of atomic negative ions.
The demand of experimental development in this field is pronounced due to lack
of resonant excitations within the atomic negative ion, which makes conventional
spectroscopy methods insufficient. Instead, laser photodetachent spectroscopy has
been applied in which an ion absorbs a photon resulting in a break up in a neutral
atom and an electron. The research has been performed at the Gothenburg Uni-
versity Negative Ion and Laser LAboratory (GUNILLA) and at ISOLDE, CERN.
The work has widened the utilization of spectroscopy techniques to include ra-
dioactive elements. For such studies the Gothenburg ANion Detector for Affin-
ity measurements by Laser Photodetachment (GANDALPH) was developed. Of
particular interest here is an experimental determination of the electron affinity
of astatine of 𝐸𝐴(𝐴𝑡) = 2.415 78(7) eV. This work opens for future work on the
spectroscopy of transuranium elements and other artificial elements.
Second, a new type of spectrometer for Photoelectron Angular Distribution (PAD)
spectroscopy has been developed. In this spectrometer, called PEARLS (Photo-
Electron Angular Resolved Linear Spectrometer), the laser and ion beams are
collinearly aligned, which considerably increases the interaction volume. The spec-
trometer was then used to study the energy dependence of the asymmetry param-
eter 𝛽, for photodetachment of negative phosphorous.
Third, a neutral particle detector for collinear spectroscopy is presented. The
target material was graphene coated quartz with transparent properties that out-
performs the previously used Indium Tin Oxide (ITO). With graphene coating, the
accessible energy range is extended to at least 5.3 eV compared to the earlier limit
of 3.7 eV.
Finally, an experimental set-up for state selected detection of the residual atom
in the photodetachment process has been developed and commissioned. The set-
up has been used to measure the EA of cesium to be 𝐸𝐴(𝐶𝑠) = 0.471 612(9) eV.
This work sets the groundwork for investigation of the validity of Wannier’s law
for three body particle breakups.
Keywords: Atomic Physics, Photodetachment, Negative Ions, Anions, Laser Pho-
todetachment Spectroscopy, Electron Affinity, ISOLDE, CERN, Radioisotopes,
Photo Angular Distributions, Graphene, Electron correlation, Neutral Particle
Detection, Wannier’s Threshold Law.
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Preface
With this thesis I want to give a glimpse of the world of quantum mechanics from
the perspective of atomic physics and more specifically through the research field
of laser spectroscopy of atomic negative ions. The text approaches the subject from
an experimentalist´s point of view, although it starts with a brief introduction to the
field and its applications in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 is a short introduction to the the-
oretical foundation of negative ions, and also contains a discussion of the concept
of Laser Photodetachment Threshold spectroscopy, which works as a bridge over
to the experimental overview in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 the experimental results,
which are presented in detail in the appended papers, are summarized. Chapter 5,
finally, gives a conclusion and presents future plans.
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1
Introduction
Atomic physics was born with the idea of an indivisible particle that builds up mat-
ter and runs back to ancient Greece [7].The word atom originates form the greek
word atomon, that could be translated to indivisible [8]. The true breakthrough
of the research of atomic physics came with understanding the construction of the
atom from the results of Rutherford’s [9], [10] famous scattering experiment of al-
pha particles off a thin gold foil. The results were used to create an atomic model
with a dense nucleus of positive charge surrounded by a cloud of electrons. With
this in hand Niels Bohr created his famous atomic model which successfully was
used to explain the quantized energy levels of single electron atomic systems [11].
This was a major step in the creation of quantum physics which successfully has
been applied to describe the properties of matter on the atomic scale [12].
In 1913 [13] Thomson1 identified and listed various charge states of matter as
negatively charged electron and positively and negatively charged atoms and
molecules. Since this early research negative ions, or anions, have proven to be
of fundamental importance. In many examples from daily life or in nature, nega-
tive ions appear just as common as positive ions. As an example, sodium chloride
(𝑁𝑎𝐶𝑙), the composition of ordinary table salt, when dissolved in water, creates
salt water with equal amounts of positive 𝑁𝑎+ ions as negative 𝐶𝑙− ions. Equal
amount of charges may also be found in the flame of a candlelight, in a lightning, in
the ionosphere or in the magnetosphere [15]–[17]. These are all examples of plas-
mas, a state of matter defined as a compound of particles of different polarities.
However, in atomic physics the situation is quite different. Positive ions can easily
be created by supplying sufficient energy to an atom in order to remove one or
more electrons. The required energy can be supplied by a projectile particle or a
1Most known from discovering the electron in 1897 [14] which granted him the Nobel prize in
1906.
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photon. A negative ion, on the other hand, is created by binding an extra electron
to a neutral atom, but there is no long range force attracting the negatively charged
electron to the neutral atom. However, negative ions can exist if the electrons in
the ion move in such a way that they can share the attractive force of the nucleus.
This makes atomic anions an interesting construction and a field of its own in atom
physics physics. Simply by measuring the binding energy of an anion, the electron
affinity (EA), one reveals fundamental quantum principles of the system.
Atomic systems are usually treated theoretically by first assuming that each elec-
tron is moving in the average potential created by all other electrons. This is called
the Hartee-Fock model [18], and can usually give an accurate basic description of
the system. The electron-correlation, i.e. the direct interaction between the elec-
trons, is thereafter added as a perturbation. This procedure, however, is usually
not applicable for a negative ion since the Hartee-Fock model many times is un-
able to predict a stable negative ion. The electron correlation therefore have to be
built in to the basic model used to describe a negative ion. Hence, negative ions
are suitable systems to benchmark theoretical models ability to incorporate elec-
tron correlation. On the other hand, a very simple theoretical description of the
anion can be obtained using the “particle in a box model”. This model can be used
to understand some basic features of anions such as their lack of bound excited
states [19].
Negative ions play an important role in many areas of applied research. The
discrepancy between the apparent and actual temperature of our sun, has been
explained by negative hydrogen ions [20], [21] absorbing and reradiating light in
the outer atmosphere of the sun. An equivalent effect is responsible for the opac-
ity of the atmosphere of the earth as well as in the interstellar medium [22]–[24].
However, it’s difficult to determine the concentration of anions in these media.
This stems from the fact that interaction with light exclusively separates the extra
electron from anions due to its lack of bound excited states. Subsequently, anions
don’t leave any sharp spectral lines as when light interacts with atoms or positive
ions. Nevertheless it is of great importance in modeling astrophysical environ-
ments to know the basic properties of negative ions and how they interact with
other particles. Therefore, negative ions have evolved to be an important topic in
the field of laboratory astrophysics [24].
A very important step in atomic physics was the development of laser cool-
ing, for which Steven Chu, Claude Cohen-Tannoudji and William D. Phillips were
awarded the 1998 Nobel prize [25]–[27]. This allows detailed studies of atomic
systems as the thermal motion which gives a Doppler broadening of atomic lines,
is reduced to a negligible level. This opened up the research field, allowing new
effects to be investigated. Most striking is the creation of a Bose-Einstein conden-
sate, for which Eric Cornell, Wolfgang Ketterle and Carl Wieman were awarded
the Nobel Prize in 2001 [28], [29]. In order to laser cool a system a suitable atomic
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transition needs to be found. For positive ions, efficient laser cooling has been
achieved for some ions, such as strontium [30]. Here the interesting technique
of sympathetic cooling has been developed. By trapping laser cooled 𝑆𝑟+ ions
and with for instance 𝐻+ ions in a trap, the 𝐻+ ions are also cooled through the
Coulomb interaction between the cold 𝑆𝑟+ ions and the hot 𝐻+ ions. In this way
any atomic or molecular positive ion can be cooled [31].
Ever since the demonstration of sympathetic cooling of positive ions, the re-
search community has searched for a suitable negative ion to achieve the same
effect. For negative ions the situation is not so favorable, since lanthanum [32],
cerium [33], osmium [34], and latest discovered thorium [35], are the only species
of atomic negative ions where both odd and even parity states have been observed.
An alternative would be to use a molecule, where 𝐶−2 is a candidate [36] for laser
cooling of negative ions. Research is currently ongoing with the aim to identify
a laser transition in one of these elements that can be used for cooling. Finding
such a transition would be of great importance since it would open up for cooling
of any negative ion. This would, for instance be used to study molecular nega-
tive ions that are expected to exist in the cold interstellar medium [37], [38]. The
most important application would be to cool anti-protons. Sympathetic cooling of
anti-protons requires negative ions as a buffer gas since the anti-protons would im-
mediately merge and annihilate if positive ions were used. By cooling anti-protons
it will be possible to more efficiently produce anti-hydrogen. Spectroscopic stud-
ies of anti-hydrogen is of great interest since it will reveal information about the
symmetry of matter [39].
Spectroscopy, in general, is the experimental tool for atomic physic research.
The very first spectroscopic investigations of negative ions were performed using
electron impact spectroscopy and polar dissociation spectroscopy [40]. The stan-
dard today is to utilize photodetachment where lasers are used as monochromatic
light sources giving a method with a high resolution. However, the first known
photodetachment experiments were performed with a mercury discharge lamp by
Branscomb [41], [42]. Later, the same technique was refined with lasers and there-
fore came to be known as Laser Photodetachment Electron Spectroscopy [43].
The setup utilizes the narrow linewidth and high intensity of lasers. However, it
suffers from a limited resolution of the electron energy analyzing spectrometer.
Laser photodetachment threshold spectroscopy (LPT) [44], circumvents this limi-
tation by instead detecting the neutralized atom. Observing the onset of detected
atoms while tuning the laser photon energy correlates directly to the EA of the an-
ion. Another method is called Laser Photodetachment Threshold Microscopy [45]
where again the detached electron is captured in a conservative field that guides
the electron onto an imaging detector which records an interference pattern yield-
ing information about the kinetic energy of the electron. Followed by a rather
straightforward subtraction of the kinetic energy from the photon energy one re-
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trieves the threshold energy for the photodetachment process. This has proven to
be an effective technique, which to date has given the most precise measurements
of the electron affinity [46]–[48].
Increasing the photon energy way above the first threshold will eventually open
new thresholds or channels of photodetachment. The channel openings corre-
sponds to excitation levels of the residual atom of the photodetachment process.
At these energies the photodetachment process is strongly influenced by polariz-
ing effects and resonant behaviours caused by electron-electron interactions, or
in other words electron correlation. Many experimental investigations have given
new insight of the complexity of the seemingly simple system of the anion [49],
[50]. Increasing the energy further will ultimately reach the ionization limit with a
double escape of electrons, usually described as double detachment. Many obser-
vations of double detachment has been reported, using high energy photon sources
[51], [52] or intense laser fields utilizing multi photon absorption [53], [54]. Studies
of double detachment has for more than half a century caught attention of theoreti-
cians [55]–[57] since the initial prediction of the threshold behaviour by Wannier
in 1953 [58]. Several experiments has been performed [59], [60], although non, to
my knowledge, has been able to conclusively distinguish the different theories.
An important method in chemistry [61] is Photoelectron Angular Distributions
[62], [63], in which one map out the angular dependence of the escaping elec-
tronic wave in the photodetachment or photoionization processes. The PAD of
molecules [64] involves rather complicated modelling for the complex composi-
tion of molecular orbitals. PAD spectroscopy by photodetachment of atomic neg-
ative ions includes, on the other hand, only one electronic orbital. This reduces
the possible contributions to the outgoing photoelectron wave and works perfect
as a test-bench system for PAD. The most adopted technique for PAD is Velocity
Map Imaging (VMI) [65], [66] where the photoelectrons are guided by an electric
field on to a position sensitive detector. The geometry of the VMI setup may vary
[67], [68] but all have in common that the relative velocity of the emitted electrons
creates an image on the detector. The image can therefore be translated back to
the original outgoing electron wave.
DESIREE [69], [70] at Stockholm University and CSR [71], [72] at the Max
Planck Institute in Heidelberg have recently developed electrostatic storage rings
for ions. Both have vacuum conditions of <10−13 mbar which reduces collisional
detachment allowing storage of ions up to hours. Lifetime measurements of ex-
cited states [73], [74] of anions may be performed by probing the population of
excited anions using photodetachment while they are decaying to the ground state
by spontaneous emission. Further, the long storage time allows for depletion of
the population in excited states using a high intensity laser. This can be used to pre-
pare an ensemble of anions that are solely in the ground state. The purified beam
of ground state anions combined with continuous wave lasers with bandwidths of
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the order of MHz opens up for EA measurements of unrivaled precision [75].
Since Thomson [13] and colleagues of his time initiated mass spectrometry, the
field has gone through large developments. One offspring is radiochronometry,
maybe most known for its carbon dating method for age determination of an-
thropological objects. In carbon dating the ratio of 12C and 14C in a sample is
determined for which accelerator mass spectroscopy (AMS) is the most sensi-
tive method. In most cases of radiochronometry there is a stable isotope with
the same mass as the radiochronometer that gives an experimental background.
A method for suppressing such isobaric backgrounds using photodetachment has
recently been developed [76], [77]. The ion beam is passed through a radio fre-
quency slower prior to the injection into a tandem accelerator. Here the ion beam
is illuminated with laser light that photodetach the interference while leaving the
radioisotope unaffected. This is for instance the case when detecting 36Cl in the
presence of 36S [78]. In cases where the EA of the interference is larger than the
radioisotope, a molecule could be used, as in the case of detecting 182Hf in the
presence of 182W, where the 182HfF5 is used [79].
Another application of anions is fusion reactors at facilities such as ITER [80].
The current model of fusion reactors rely on a large flux of a neutral beam of deu-
terium in order to heat the plasma. One promising realization [81] of the high flux
neutral beam is by photodetachment of a negative deuterium ion beam.
To conclude, there is a general scientific interest in negative ions. There is now
a basic understanding of their properties, but still there are many things to learn.
Their unique properties make them ideal systems to test atomic theories that fully
include electron correlation. Further, their relative simple structures, where many
negative ions only have a single bound state, makes them suitable model systems
for investigations of atomic and molecular processes. Further, there are many ap-
plications of negative ions where detailed knowledge about the properties of neg-
ative ions are required. Hence, there is a demand both to conduct new detailed
investigations of negative ions and to develop methods that are more sensitive and
yield an improved resolution.
The work presented in this thesis has its focus on improving the experimental
techniques. The new experimental techniques include an angular photoelectron
spectrometer, a set-up for using resonances ionization spectroscopy for measuring
partial photodetachment cross sections and detector for fast neutral atoms that
can be combined with UV laser light. The technical development is accompanied
with proof-of-principle experiments where the results are of interest both within
the field of atomic physics and for applications in other research areas.
The thesis starts with a theoretical background of atomic physics and light-matter
interaction and proceeds with an exposition of experimental implementations in
the experimental approach chapter. The result chapter is a summary of the experi-
mental findings that are described in detail in the appended papers. The conclusion
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and outlook aims to summarize the work and make a projection to the future.
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The ideas of Niels Bohr in the early 20th century [11], [82], [83] opened a new era
in physics where the classical picture of mechanics on the microscopic scale was
replaced with the theory of quantum mechanics. Bohr’s ideas were followed up by
the French physicist Louis de Broglie who introduced the hypothesis of the wave
property of matter where 𝜆 = ℎ𝑝 [84]. Here 𝜆 is the wavelength of a particle of
matter, 𝑝 its momentum and ℎ Planck’s constant. Although widely debated in the
early days of quantum mechanics, this is today the theoretical foundation for many
fields of physics and the indisputable model applied in atomic physics.
The findings of quantum mechanics contradicts the previous intuitive picture
that it is possible to simultaneously exactly determine the position and momentum
of a particle. This is a consequence of the most fundamental principle of quantum
theory, Heisenberg’s principle of uncertainty [85], which is a consequence of the
wave property of quantum particles1. The introduction of the wave function as a
solution to the Schrödinger equation [86] brings a method to predict and derive
these features. The Schrödinger equation forms the foundation for many fields of
physics like condensed matter physics, nuclear physics and atomic physics, all with
individual reformulations to describe phenomena specific to the field.
1Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle can be expressed by, ∆𝑟∆𝑝 = ℎ4𝜋 . It states that it’s im-
possible to simultaneously determine the position and momentum of a particle more accurately
than Planck’s constant divided by 4𝜋.
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2.1 Atomic Physics
2.1.1 Single electron models
One of the first concepts presented in an introductory course in quantum physics
is the particle in a box, which is a simple model to describe an electron bound to
an atom. Using the Schrödinger equation we can formulate the possible solutions
for the electron in a box as
ℋ𝑏𝑜𝑥𝜓𝑛(𝒓, 𝑡) = [−
ℏ2
2𝑚𝑒
∇2 + 𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑥(𝒓)]𝜓𝑛(𝒓, 𝑡) =
𝑑
𝑑𝑡𝜓𝑛(𝒓, 𝑡). (2.1)
The solutions to the Schrödinger equation is a set of space and time dependent
wave functions 𝜓𝑛(𝒓, 𝑡). For a stationary electron state 𝜓𝑛(𝒓, 𝑡) the time deriva-
tive is equal to the quantized eigenenergy 𝐸𝑛. The terms in the square brackets
describes the kinetic energy operator and the potential of the box which together
form the Hamiltonian operator, ℋ𝑏𝑜𝑥. The potential of the box is given by
𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑥(𝒓) = 0, for 𝒓 outside the box and (2.2)
𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑥(𝒓) = −𝑈0, for 𝒓 inside the box. (2.3)
The potential of the box and the two wave functions with the lowest energies are
illustrated in Figure 2.1. For simplicity the one dimensional case is displayed with-
out the loss of generality when assuming 𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑥 to be spherically symmetric. How-
ever, as an atomic description the potential of the box is a very simplified model
since the electrons in an atom experience a Coulomb 1/𝑟 potential rather than a
constant one. Nevertheless, the particle in a box can be used to illustrate wave
functions of a trapped electron and its corresponding quantized eigenenergies.
The single particle model can only be applied in the case of atomic hydrogen
and other single electron systems such as𝐻𝑒+, 𝐿𝑖2+ or 𝑈91+. The spherically sym-
metric Coulomb interaction,
𝑉𝐶(𝒓) = −
𝑒2
4𝜋𝜀0𝑟
, (2.4)
describes the potential felt by the electron in the hydrogen, where 𝑒 is the ele-
mentary charge, r the radius and 𝜀0 is the electric susceptibility. The analytically
solvable Hamiltonian,
ℋ𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = −
ℏ2
2𝑚𝑒
∇2 + 𝑉𝐶, (2.5)
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Figure 2.1: The particle in a box model for a one dimensional system with a depth of 𝑈0
and a width of 𝐿. The 𝑛 = 1, 2 static wave functions are shown in the figure. The square
of the amplitude of the wave function is proportional to possibility to find the particle at a
specific location. An important feature to notice is the nonzero probability of finding the
particle outside the well, i.e. in an energy forbidden region.
has an infinite number of solutions of state functions 𝜙𝑛 with the corresponding
eigenenergies
𝐸𝑛 = −
𝑚𝑒𝑒4
2(4𝜋𝜀0)2ℏ2𝑛2
, (𝑛 = 1, 2, 3,… ). (2.6)
The Hamiltonian in Equation 2.5 may be rewritten in a spherical coordinate
formulation with wave functions with separable parts
𝜙𝑛,𝑙,𝑚𝑙,𝑚𝑠(𝑟, Ω, 𝑠) = 𝑅𝑛,𝑙(𝑟)𝑌𝑙,𝑚𝑙(Ω)𝜉𝑚𝑠(𝑠). (2.7)
Here the radial function 𝑅𝑛,𝑙, is only dependent on the radial coordinate 𝑟. The
spherical harmonic function 𝑌𝑙,𝑚𝑙 describes the angular dependence and the spin
property is given by 𝜉𝑚𝑠 . As can be seen from the hydrogenic eigenenergies in
Equation 2.6 they’re only dependent on the principal quantum number 𝑛, while
beeing degenerate over 𝑙,𝑚𝑙 and 𝑚𝑠1. This is a unique property for the spherical
symmetry of the hydrogen atom. For all other elements a similar construction
1The electron quantum numbers are the principal quantum number 𝑛, the orbital quantum
number 𝑙 and its projection 𝑚𝑙 and 𝑚𝑠. The latter refers to the spin quantum number which for
the electron is fixed, 𝑠 = 1/2. However, its projection, 𝑚𝑠 can take both positive or negative
values.
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of separable wave functions will result in a lifted degeneracy which for example
creates the fine structure from the spin-orbit coupling.
2.1.2 Many electron models
For an atomic system of 𝑍 electrons where 𝑍 denotes the atomic nuclear charge,
the interactions can be expressed by the many electron Hamiltonian
ℋ =
𝑍
∑
𝑖=1
(− ℏ
2
2𝑚∇
2
𝑖 − 𝑍 ⋅ 𝑉𝐶(𝑟𝑖)) +
𝑍
∑
𝑖<𝑗=1
𝑉𝐶(𝑟𝑖𝑗) −
𝑍
∑
𝑖=1
ℏ2
2𝑚2𝑐2
1
𝑟𝑖
𝜕𝑉𝐶(𝑟𝑖)
𝜕𝑟𝑖
𝒍𝑖 ⋅ 𝒔𝑖.
(2.8)
The first sum is the sum over all electrons, where each term corresponds to the
expression of Equation 2.5 for the single electron system. The second sum de-
scribes the inter electron Coulomb repulsion and the third sum is the spin-orbit
coupling. In practice, this equation is unsolvable unless some simplifications are
made. One simplifying approach is the Hartree Fock (HF) approximation where
the inter electron repulsion is approximated as a spherical average of the mean
field created by all other electrons. The resulting mean field spherical potential
may be written as
𝑍
∑
𝑖=1
𝑈(𝑟𝑖) =
𝑍
∑
𝑖=1
−𝑍 ⋅ 𝑉𝐶(𝑟𝑖) +⟨
𝑍
∑
𝑖<𝑗=1
𝑉𝐶(𝑟𝑖𝑗)⟩ . (2.9)
This potential makes it possible to construct a hydrogen like Hamiltonian
ℋ0 =
𝑍
∑
𝑖=1
− ℎ
2
2𝑚∇
2
𝑖 + 𝑈(𝑟𝑖), (2.10)
with eigenfunctions constructed from an anti symmetriezed product of hydrogen
one electron functions
Ψ𝐻𝐹 (𝒓1, 𝒓2,… , 𝒓𝒁) ∝ 𝜙1(𝒓1)𝜙2(𝒓2)…𝜙𝑍(𝒓𝒁), (2.11)
where the indices of the wave functions denotes a full set of quantum numbers.
The details of this antisymmetrized construction are described for instance in the
work of Demtröder [87].
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The difference between the full Hamiltonian (2.8) and the hydrogen like (2.9)
can be expressed as the two terms
ℋ1 =
𝑍
∑
𝑖=1
𝑉𝐶(𝑟𝑖) −⟨
𝑍
∑
𝑖<𝑗=1
𝑉𝐶(𝑟𝑖𝑗)⟩ and (2.12)
ℋ2 = −
𝑍
∑
𝑖=1
ℏ2
2𝑚2𝑐2
1
𝑟
𝜕𝑉 (𝑟𝑖)
𝜕𝑟𝑖
𝒍𝑖 ⋅ 𝒔𝑖. (2.13)
The size of the terms ℋ1 and ℋ2 depends on the atomic system under investi-
gation. The contributions from these two are normally treated as perturbations.
By adding these two terms to ℋ0 one obtains a good approximation of the full
Hamiltonian (2.8).
2.1.3 Negative Ions
Negative ions exist despite the fact that a neutral atom and an electron does not
have any long range attraction. However, when an extra electron is approaching
an atom it will start to perceive the constituents of the atom. The extra electron
repels the other electrons of the atom while it is attracted by the positive charge
of the nucleus. By slightly pushing the other electrons to the opposite side a net
attractive force sufficiently strong to create a negative ion is created. In this way a
stable negative ion can be formed for a majority of the elements. This bound state
can, just as for atoms, be describe by a wave function to which quantum numbers
can be assigned. The lack of a long range attraction of the valence electron contrary
to the case of atoms and positive ions leads to a fundamentally different structure
of a negative ion. The most striking differences are that the binding energy is about
an order of magnitude smaller and that there are only a few, if any, bound excited
states. In particular, there are no Rydberg states in negative ions. An example of
the energy level diagram of an atom and its negative ion is shown in Figure 2.2.
It turns out that it’s very complicated to create a Hamiltonian given by Equation
2.10 that describes a negative ion correctly. A distinct example is the case of hy-
drogen [88], where a solution to Equation 2.5 gives an unstable system. However,
𝐻− does exist and have an 𝐸𝐴(𝐻−) = 0.754 195(19) eV. Only by using meth-
ods including electron correlation resolves this discrepancy. The stability of 𝐻−
can, for instance be achieved by applying the Multi Configurational Hartree Fock
(MCHF) [89], [90] metod or by using R-matrix calculations [91]–[93].
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Figure 2.2: The Energy level diagram for hydrogen including the 1𝑠-state of the negative
ion. DT, DDT and IT are abbreviations for detachment, double detachment and ionization
thresholds, respectively.
2.2 Light-Matter interaction
Light is interacting with matter all around us and is responsible for most of the
fundamental processes that determines the very conditions of life where photo-
synthesis probably is the most commonly known example. The description of the
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light-matter interaction is treated different depending on the scale of the physical
system. In atomic physics we’re at the quantum scale and the interaction consid-
ered is restricted to just a few particles. In this work the light-matter interaction
of particular interest is the photodetachment process, where an anion 𝑋− absorbs
a photon 𝛾, creating an atom 𝑋 and a free electron 𝑒−:
𝑋− + 𝛾 → 𝑋 + 𝑒− (2.14)
We can represent this process in terms of energy conservation,
𝐸𝐺𝑆(𝑋−) + ℎ𝜈 = 𝐸𝐺𝑆(𝑋) +𝐾, (2.15)
where 𝐸𝐺𝑆(𝑋−) is the ground state energy for the negative ion, ℎ𝜈 the photon en-
ergy, 𝐸𝐺𝑆(𝑋) the atomic ground state energy and 𝐾 is the total kinetic energy of
the residual atom and the emitted electron. Due to the conservation of momen-
tum, only a minute fraction, typically of the order of 1‰, of the kinetic energy is
taken up by the atom. Hence, the kinetic energy of the outgoing electron, 𝐾𝑒− ,
can be approximated by
𝐾𝑒− ≈ ℎ𝜈 − 𝐸𝐴, (2.16)
where we’ve used the definition of the 𝐸𝐴 = 𝐸𝐺𝑆(𝑋) − 𝐸𝐺𝑆(𝑋−). For photon
energies below the EA photodetachment does not occur.
In photodetachment the angular momenta of the emitted electron follow the
selection rule,
𝑙𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 +(−) 1 = 𝑙. (2.17)
Here 𝑙𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 is the angular momentum of the electron prior to photodetachment
and 𝑙 the angular momentum of the outgoing electron. The photon contributes
with +(−) 1 under the assumption of the dipole approximation. The minus sign is
dropped for the special case of photodetachment of an 𝑠 electron, which only can
be emitted as a 𝑝 wave. More generally, 𝑙 is represented by the two solutions to
Equation 2.17 where, in particular, photodetachment of a 𝑝 electron leads to an
electron being emitted as a 𝑠 or 𝑑 wave.
In the vicinity of the atom, the valence electron still feels the potential energy
term described in Equation 2.12. At larger distances the electron experience a
potential from the distorted atom that may be approximated by an induced dipole
potential expressed by
𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑟) ∝
−𝛼
2𝑟4 , for 𝑟 ≫ 𝑟0. (2.18)
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Here 𝑟0 is the radius of the residual atom and 𝛼 is the atomic polarizability. The
polarizability can differ several orders of magnitude between different elements1.
Further, it increases dramatically, scaling as𝑛7, for a residual atom left in an excited
state in the photodetachment process. The effective potential also depends on the
angular momentum 𝑙 due to the centrifugal force giving a potential described by
𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝒓) = 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑙(𝑟) + 𝑉𝑙(𝑟) ∝
−𝛼
2𝑟4 +
𝑙(𝑙 + 1)
2𝑟2 . (2.19)
The effective potential including the so called centrifugal barrier is graphical
represented in Figure 2.3 for 𝑙 = {0, 1, 2}. As a reference, a Coulomb potential
is plotted in the figure. One should point out that 𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 is not the true binding
1 3 5 7 9
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
S
P
D
Coulomb
Figure 2.3: A representation of the effective potential of the polarization induced potential
and centrifugal barrier. The figure also shows the long range Coulomb potential.
mechanism of the anion, but a simplified model that can be used to understand the
photodetachment process. Figure 2.3 shows for photodetachment of an 𝑠-electron,
detachment can occur as soon as the energy provided by the photon is sufficient to
bring up to zero in energy. Also photodetachment of 𝑝- and 𝑑- electrons can occur,
but for lower positive energies the electron has to tunnel through the centrifugal
1Although generally positive, interesting cases of negative polarizability for photodetachment
from specific orbitals has been discovered [49], [50]. From these findings it’s possible to state that
the strength (and sign) of the polarization 𝛼 is a measure of the degree of correlation among the
electrons in the anion.
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barrier. In the detachment into an 𝑠-orbital an intuitive picture can be obtained by
comparing with the box potential of Equation 2.2. This simplified process has its
graphical representation in Figure 2.4a, where the blue curve represent the wave
function of the electron in the negative ion and 𝜓1, 𝜓2 and 𝜓3 represent the wave
functions of the emitted electron at three different energies, respectively. The en-
ergy cross section of the photodetachment process has been theoretically treated
by Amusia [94] who showed that it can be expressed as
𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡 ∝
√
𝐸𝐴√(ℎ𝜈 − 𝐸𝐴)
3
ℎ3𝜈3 . (2.20)
Figure 2.4b shows the same model of a continuously nonzero cross section curve
above threshold. In order to couple Figure 2.4a and 2.4b together, the rest of this
section will discuss the resemblance between the two.
Equation 2.20 is graphically shown in Figure 2.4b where the contribution of ad-
ditional channel openings that modulates the total cross section with overlapping
additions and resonant structures has been neglected (See section 2.2.2), nor does
it consider the effect of the centrifugal barrier which affects the cross section in
the small energy region near the photodetachment threshold. It turns out that one
can qualitatively understand the cross section curve shown in Figure 2.4b by some
simple arguments based on Figure 2.1. For a photon energy lower than the bind-
ing energy (ℎ𝜈𝑟) no photodetachment occurs. When the photon energy is slightly
larger than the binding energy (ℎ𝜈𝑔) it becomes possible to detach the electron.
However, the overlap between the wave function of the negative ion (𝜓𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) and
the tail of the wave of the emitted electron (𝜓1) is in this case small, and hence the
cross section is small. As the photon energy increases (ℎ𝜈𝑏) the wavelength of the
outgoing electron decreases which leads to a larger overlap between the initial and
final wave function. Therefore, the cross section increases until it reaches its peak,
which as a rule of thumb occurs at 2𝐸𝐴. This is typically when the wavelength
of the outgoing electron corresponds to the size of the potential well. For higher
photodetachment energies the free electron wave function (𝜓3) starts to oscillate
which leads to a decreasing overlap between the initial wave function (𝜓𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) and
the final wave function, leading to a cross section that tends towards zero.
2.2.1 The Wigner Threshold Law
Eugene Paul Wigner, a theoretician granted with a Nobel price in 1963 for his
contributions to elementary particle and nuclear physics, also provided important
findings for the theory of photodetachment. His derivations on the low energy re-
gion of two particle break up [95] lead to a highly applicable and valuable tool for
experimental analysis of the photodetachment process. As the starting point of
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Figure 2.4: Figure (a) shows the photodetachment process of four separate cases of visible
photon energies (ℎ𝜈𝑣, ℎ𝜈𝑏 ℎ𝜈𝑔 and ℎ𝜈𝑟). The box potential is an approximation which can
bee used to qualitatively describe the overall behaviour of the total cross section which is
shown in Figure (b). Particularly interesting is the peak value of (b) that coincide with the
largest overlap between the initial (𝜓𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) and final (𝜓𝑏) wave functions.
the derivation he regards a cross section that only depends on long range interac-
tion potentials of the particle break up irregardless of the origin of the scattering
interaction. In the case of photodetachment the short range polarization poten-
tial, 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑙, in Equation 2.19 is neglected. Instead only the centrifugal barrier affect
the cross section. This leads to Wigner’s law for cross section near threshold given
by the expression
𝜎𝑖 ∝ (ℎ𝜈 − 𝐸𝐴)
𝑙𝑖+1/2 , for ℎ𝜈 ≥ 𝐸𝐴. (2.21)
The exponent of 1/2 originates from the density of states in the continuum whereas
𝑙𝑖 is a consequence of the centrifugal barrier. The difference ℎ𝜈 − 𝐸𝐴 determines
the total kinetic energy 𝐾, shared between the products of the photodetachment
process. In Figure the 2.5 Wigner threshold law is shown for the first three partial
waves, 𝑙𝑖 = 1, 2, 3. One can clearly see how the 𝑝- and 𝑑- waves are suppressed
at their thresholds, whereas the 𝑠-wave detachment gives an onset that scales as a
square root function.
There can be several states involved in a photodetachment process, and each of
those state can be split due to fine and/or hyperfine structure. The total threshold
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Figure 2.5: Threshold behavior of the photodetachment cross section from each partial
wave respectively. All according to the Wigner threshold law of Equation 2.21.
cross section is then expressed by an summation of all contributions,
𝜎𝑊 =∑
𝑖
𝑐𝑖 (ℎ𝜈 − (𝐸𝐴 +Δ𝐸𝑖))
𝑙𝑖+1/2Θ(ℎ𝜈 − (𝐸𝐴 +Δ𝐸𝑖)) (2.22)
The summation over 𝑖 corresponds to all allowed transitions from initial anion
states to final atomic states. 𝐸𝐴 is defined as energy difference between the ground
states of the negative ion and the atom. 𝛿𝐸𝑖 are the transitional energy shifts due to
the lifted degeneracy and 𝑐𝑖 are constants. The Heaviside step function Θ ensures
the discontinuity from Equation 2.21 over each channel opening of partial cross
section 𝜎𝑖. One should note that excited bound states close to the threshold with
different orbital angular momenta are rare. Hence the value 𝑙𝑖 is normally the
same for all thresholds that opens in a limited energy range.
A residual atom left in an excited state may experience a higher polarizability
during photodetachment and effectively serve as a long range attraction for the
detaching electron. This affects the validity of the Wigner threshold law. Instead
an alternative formulation of the threshold law including the effect of the polarized
atom has been developed by O’Malley [96]. However, for energies far above the
threshold region a diversity of photodetachment channels of more exotic nature
occur.
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2.2.2 Doubly excited states
The concept of resonances occurs in essentially all fields of physics and atomic
anions are no exception. Of particular interest in this context are the so called
doubly excited states (DES) which was first observed in atomic system in spec-
troscopic studies of noble gases [97] using the first generation of synchrotron light
sources.
The first observation of DESs in negative ions was made by Bryant and co-
workers who studied𝐻− using a relativistic ion beam [98]. These state are formed
by a photon absorbing sufficiently amount of energy to excite two electrons. These
states can be described by assuming that an excited state in an atom binds an extra
electron. The binding energy of such a state with respect to its so called parent
state is usually very small. A resonance observed at this energy is usually called a
Feshbach resonance. Such a state can decay by one electron returning to a lower
state in the atom while the other is emitted. The state could also be situated above
the parent state but still being trapped due to the centrifugal barrier. Such a state
gives rise to what is called a shape resonance. In this case the system can decay
to the parent state by tunneling through the centrifugal barrier. The presence of
DES appears as modulations in the total cross section for photodetachment. The
phase shift between direct photodetachment and detachment via the DES can be
either constructive or destructive. The general expression of such a resonance can
be described using the expression derived by Shore [99]:
𝜎𝐷𝐸𝑆 = 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡 (1 +
𝜖𝑎 + 𝑏
𝜖2 + 1) . (2.23)
Here 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡 is cross section for the direct photodetachment process and the frac-
tion inside the parenthesis is the term causing a modulation. The fractional in-
cludes phase parameters 𝑎 and 𝑏 and the actual DES dependent parameter 𝜖 =
(ℎ𝜈 − 𝐸𝐷𝐸𝑆)/(Γ/2), where 𝐸𝐷𝐸𝑆 and Γ are the energy and width of the DES,
respectively. The expression of Equation 2.23 is a reformulation of the expres-
sion deduced by Fano [100] for such resonances and therefore referred to as Fano
profiles.
The amplitude of the resonances are normally very small compared with 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡
and may be hard to discriminate from the background it generates. State selec-
tive experiments [101] utilizing partial cross sections 𝜎𝑖 can favourably be used to
observe these resonances.
2.2.3 Photoelectron Angular Distributions
Either the neutral atom or the electron can be used to detect the photodetach-
ment process. The total photodetachment cross section 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡 can be measured by
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detecting the total yield of neutral atoms or all emitted electrons. Partial photode-
tachment cross sections be detected either by measuring the energy of the emitted
electron or with a state specific detection of the residual atom. By detecting the
direction of the emitted electron, finally, the differential cross section 𝑑𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑑Ω can be
determined. The research field in the latter case is referred to as Photoelectron
Angular Distributions or PAD in short, where photoelectron refers to the prod-
uct of photodetachment or from photoionization. The angular dependence of the
electron wave from an unpolarized target ion can be described by the formula
𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 =
𝑑𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑑Ω =
𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡
4𝜋 (1 + 𝛽
3 cos2(𝜃) − 1
2 ) , for 𝛽 ∈ [−1, 2]. (2.24)
Here 𝜃 refers to the angle between the emitted electron and the polarization of
the light which induces the process. 𝛽 is named the asymmetry parameter. The
proportionality constant 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡4𝜋 ensures that the total cross section 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡 is obtained
under integration over the solid angle. Four special cases of 𝛽 are particularly
interesting. For 𝛽 = 0 (Figure 2.6a) we can see that 𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 becomes isotropic. 𝛽 = 2
(Figure 2.6b) gives a cos2(𝜃) dependence which has the form of 𝑝-orbital, and 𝛽 = 1
(Figure 2.6c) resembles a 𝑑-orbital. The most interesting case is 𝛽 = −1 where
the angular dependence has a sin2(𝜃) as shown in Figure 2.6d. This distribution
cannot be represented with a spherical harmonic. Instead, this distribution can be
obtained from a superposition of an 𝑠-wave and 𝑑-wave including a summation
over all magnetic quantum numbers [102].
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.6: A set of angular distributions in 3 dimensions using Eq. 2.24 and completing
the azimuthal symmetry. Values of 𝛽 are displayed for all Figures (a)-(d).
Resolving the physical contributions of PADs is not a trivial task, in particular
for molecular systems where the many different emission channels produce very
complex distribution. The Cooper-Zare formula was presented in 1968 [62], [63]
with the full formulation of the energy dependence of 𝛽, computed from transition
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matrix elements, 𝜎𝑙±1 of light-ion interaction.
𝛽 = 𝑙(𝑙 − 1)𝜎
2
𝑙−1 + (𝑙 + 1)(𝑙 + 2)𝜎2𝑙+1 − 6𝑙(𝑙 + 1)𝜎𝑙−1𝜎𝑙+1 cos(𝛿𝑙+1 − 𝛿𝑙−1)
(2𝑙 + 1) [𝑙𝜎2𝑙−1 + (𝑙 + 1)𝜎2𝑙+1]
(2.25)
Here, 𝛿𝑙±1 are the phases of the outgoing partial waves which in general is energy
dependent. Breaking up the problem in parts, anions is a perfect starting point
due to its pure outgoing electron waves following photodetachment. For the case
of anionic bound 𝑝-state detachment the two mixing contributions of the outgoing
electrons have 𝑠- and 𝑑-character. A model developed by Hanstorp et al. [103]
successfully recreates the experimental data behaviour of photodetached 𝑂−:
𝛽 = 2𝐴2𝜀(𝐴2𝜀 − 2𝑐)1 + 2𝐴22𝜀2
(2.26)
In this model𝐴2 and 𝑐 are the model parameters and 𝜀 the energy above the thresh-
old. This model, which is an approximation of the full Cooper-Zare formulation
in Equation 2.25, has been shown to be a very powerful experimental tool. The
model and its interpretation will be further discussed in Chapter 4.
2.3 EA vs. IE
As discussed earlier in this chapter there’s a fundamental difference between the
force keeping a negative ion together compared those of atoms or positive ions.
The difference could be found more prominent by visual inspection of the EA over
the whole periodic table, as presented in Figure 2.7. For the case of the IEs of the
elements I do not provide a visual representation. Instead the over all behaviour
may as well be summarized in a few statements. The column with lowest IEs are
found for the alkaline group, to the far left in the periodic table. This stems from
the fact that there’s only a single valence electron which is efficiently screened from
the attraction of the nucleus by the core electrons. Moving along the columns to
the right corresponds to increasing number of electrons in the valence shell. The
screening from the valence shell electron are not as efficient as from the core and
consequently the effective charge felt by the valence electron becomes larger. This
results in increased effective charge giving an increase in the IEs. Francium (Fr)
has the smallest IE of all element, which is a consequence of its highest expectation
value of the radial distance from the core. The argument can be made for all of the
columns of the periodic table. Hence, we find the lowest IE for each column at the
bottom of the periodic table. There are few exceptions to these trends where for
instance nitrogen (N) has a larger IE than Oxygen (O). Nevertheless, this crude
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Figure 2.7: The periodic table with the heights of the blue bars corresponding to the EA
of the elements. Light grey elements have been determine to have negative EA and hence
do not form negative ions. Green elements are theoretically predicted to form negative
ions but has not yet been under experimental investigation. Elements that have not been
experimentally investigated nor theoretically predicted are dark grey. Red bars belongs to
elements under investigation in this work.
model grasps the over all trends quite well. The periodic table of the EA, shows a
complete different structure. There are no over all trends that can be described by
one general model. Instead it’s the details that needs to be under consideration in
order to explain the interrelated values of EA between the elements. Off course
some fast conclusions can be made from a visual investigation of 2.7. For instance,
elements where the parenting atom have electron configurations that forms closed
shells or subshells are generally not forming negative ions, where the noble gases
and the last column of the transition metals can serve as examples.
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Experimental approach
In the introduction of this thesis it was described how one can experimentally study
negative ions in storage rings, ion traps or in a single pass ion beam apparatus.
In this thesis I’ve used two different single pass ion beam apparatuses for laser
photodetachment studies. One was used for investigations of stable negative ions
and another one for studies of radioactive isotopes. In both facilities an ion source
was attached to an accelerator in order to form an ion beam. Further one needs
a mass selective element to purify the beam to a specific element before guiding
it to an interaction region. In the interaction region anions interact with photons.
Various detectors are used to monitor particle fluxes as well as residual products
of the photodetachment process. In the following sections the different parts of
the experimental facilities will be described.
3.1 Experimental conditions
A negative ion source can typically be used to create ion currents of the order of 𝑝𝐴
to 𝑛𝐴 of a specific element. Intense photon beams are obtained using pulsed lasers
with nanosecond pulse widths. A crucial part in photodetachment experiment is to
perform it under good vacuum conditions since any experiment is a competition
between wanted and unwanted effects. Negative ions created in the ion source
can be destroyed by collisions with residual gas. The average distance an ion trav-
els without being destroyed is expressed as the mean free path. Collision with
the residual gas also generates background events which competes with the signal
events. The transport of an ion beam requires a pressure lower than 10−6 mbar
and signal to noise levels is reasonable under the conditions of 10−8 mbar1.
1Off course highly dependent on the ion and photon fluxes.
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3.1.1 Geometrical considerations
Just as for an optical source, an ion source creates a divergent beam determined by
the geometrical dimensions of the source. Furthermore, the transport of a beam of
ions resembles an optical setup with mirrors and lenses used to manipulate either
its path or shape. The possibility to manipulate a beam is described by Liouvilles
theorem [104], [105] which in short sets a limitation of its size and divergence. The
interaction region for the beams of ions and laser may be restricted for practical
reasons but can in principle be constructed with any angle from 0° to 180°. His-
torically, most experiments have been performed using crossed (90°) or collinear
(0°/180°) geometries. Comparing the two, the collinear geometry gives at least two
orders of magnitude larger interaction volume. However, the well defined volume
of crossed beam setups1 opens up for precision absolute cross section measure-
ments while the collinear setup typically are used to measure relative cross sec-
tions. In a cross beams geometry any deviation from 90° gives a Doppler shift.
Hence, the angular spread of the ion and laser beam, even if minute, gives a large
Doppler broadening [107]. On the contrary, the divergence of the laser and ion
beams in collinear geometry gives a very small Doppler broadening. Further, the
Doppler compression reduces the relative velocity spread allowing high resolution
experiments [108]. However, a large Doppler shift will occur, but this can easily be
compensated for to all orders by measuring with both co- and counter propagating
ions and laser beams and calculating the geometrical mean of the results [109].
3.2 GUNILLA
GUNILLA is an acronym for Gothenburg University Negative Ion and Laser
LAboratory. It is designed for total cross section measurements, photoelectron
angular distribution studies and for detection of Rydberg atoms. A schematic rep-
resentation of the setup is given in Figure 3.1. A Cesium sputter source which cre-
ates the negative ions is placed on the top. A drift region is connecting the source
with a mass selective electromagnet. An ion optical Einzel lens and a horizontally
aligned one-dimensional lens (not shown in figure) focuses the beam onto an aper-
ture. The aperture defines the object position of the magnet to be imaged on an
aperture after a singly focusing magnet. A vertically aligned one-dimensional lens
(not shown in figure) positioned between the magnet and the subsequent aper-
ture focuses the vertical part of the beam onto the aperture. The drift region after
the magnet houses a quadrupole triplet (not shown in figure), shaping the beam
to the desired shape for the spectrometers placed downstream. A single turbo
1Crossed beam geometry allows the technique of animated beam [106] to precisely determine
the interaction volume of the laser and ion beams.
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pump produces the source chamber vacuum of the order of 10−6 mbar while the
post magnet drift region operates at high 10−8 mbar via a turbo pump in combi-
nation with dual set of ion pumps. Faraday cups can be slid in behind apertures
to measure the ion current before and after being mass selected. Finally, the ion
beam is directed into one of three different interaction regions. In Section 3.2.2,
the Doppler spectrometer, which can be used to measure total photodetachment
cross section is described. PEARLS, described in 3.2.3, is used to measure photo-
electron angular distributions, and finally RADAR, presented in section 3.2.4, can
be used for detection of Rydberg atoms.
Figure 3.1: The GUNILLA setup starting with the Ion Source and a Mass Selecting mag-
net. The ion beam can be directed into three different spectrometers - RADAR, Doppler
and PEARLS. Laser light is provided by high intensity lasers (Ti:Sa, Dye and OPO). The
Einzel lens (EL), Quadrupole Deflectors (QD) and apertures (A) are used to guide and
control the ion beam. The Neutral Particle Detector (NPD), Faraday Cups (FC) and Power
Meters (W) are beam diagnostic tools in addition to the integrated detectors of the three
spectrometers. Lasers are guided by optical mirrors and a Beam Splitter (BS). A Fresnel
Romb (FR) is used to rotate the polarization to any chosen angle for PAD experiments
using PEARLS.
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3.2.1 Cesium Sputter Ion Source
The Ion source of GUNILLA is a PS-120 negative sputter ion source from Peabody
Scientific based on the design of Middleton [110]. It utilizes the element of Cesium,
which has a very low IE, both as an electron donor and as a sputtering projectile
particle on the target material for anion creation. Room temperature cesium is
crystalline but melts at 28.5 ∘C. The cesium is vaporized by heating to tempera-
tures of 100 ∘C to 150 ∘C providing a cesium rich environment in the source main
chamber. A spherical tantalum1 surface ionizer which is kept at temperature of
over 1300 ∘C ionizes the cesium atoms by surface ionization. The ions are then
accelerated by 3 kV towards the cathode. The cathode contains the target ma-
terial which is sputtered by the projectile cesium positive ions. The cathode is
water cooled in order to condensate the neutral cesium on its surface. Sputtered
atoms and molecules will, with a large probability, capture an electron from the
condensed cesium in a charge transfer process, hence being converted to negative
ions. The negative ions are accelerated towards the ionizer voltage and extracted
by an additional electrode placed on ground potential. Consequently, a negative
ion beam is directed towards the sector magnet. The typical configuration of the
PS-120 at GUNILLA creates a 6 keV ion beam of a few µA before mass selection.
The single mass beam after the electromagnet is of the order of hundreds of pA
to tens of nA, highly dependent on the target material and the selected element.
All elements can be produced in the sputter source besides a few exception such
as nitrogen and the noble gases because of their inability to form stable negative
ions. No radioactive isotopes are handled at GUNILLA due to safety restrictions.
The source description provided above is highly simplified and does not discuss
any crucial mechanisms occurring inside or on the surface of the cathode. Plasma
conditions are observed to be involved [114] which leads to a high ion yield. This
is a subject of ongoing research within the field of mass spectrometry.
3.2.2 The Doppler Spectrometer
Total photodetachment cross section measurements are performed using the
Doppler Spectrometer. An overview of this spectrometer can be seen in Figure
3.2. The negative ion beam is deflected into the spectrometer by means of an elec-
trostatic quadrupole deflector. Two apertures of 3 mm diameter defines a 20 cm
interaction region where the ion beam is overlapped with a laser beam. LPT ex-
periments may be performed using light from a tunable laser in a parallel or anti-
1The Ta surface on the ionizer has a work function of 4.25 eV [111], [112] which is larger than
the ionization energy of Cs 3.9 eV [113]. Hence, an exothermic reaction creates positive cesium
ions with almost 100% efficiency.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic layout of the Doppler spectrometer. A beam of negative ions is
overlapped with a laser beam, arranged in either a co- or counter-propagating. The neu-
tral atoms produced in the photodetachment process impinge on a coated glass substrate
where secondary electrons are created and detected by a channel electron multiplier. Re-
maining undetached ions are deflected towards a Faraday cup.
parallel geometry. A pair of deflectors plates separates the residual ions, directed
into a Faraday cup, from the neutralized atoms that are detected with neutral parti-
cle detector. An additional option for energy scanning is provided by a cylindrical
electrode placed between the two apertures. Positive (negative) potential of the
electrode provides an addition (subtraction) to the kinetic energy which subse-
quently increases or decreases the Doppler shift depending on whether a parallel
or anti-parallel geometry is used. This added feature explains the name1 of the
spectrometer. The advantage of the Doppler tuning is that there is no need to
tune the laser wavelength in a threshold measurement.
The Neutral Particle Detector (NPD) of the Doppler spectrometer is a construc-
tion by the design of Hanstorp [115]. The central parts of the NPD is a transparent
and conductive plate and a Channel Electron Multiplier (CEM). The transparent
plate allows laser light to pass straight through and simultaneously act as a tar-
get for neutral impinging particles from the photodetachment process, as seen in
Figure 3.3. On impact the neutral particles creates secondary electrons which are
collected with the CEM. The multiplication factor of the CEM is of the order of
109 times and gives an analogue voltage pulse of a few tens of mV for a single elec-
tron detection. The combination of the collection efficiency of the CEM and total
emission of 2-3 secondary electron per neutral gives a total detection efficiency of
nearly 100% [115]. Despite the transparency of the glass plate high intensity laser
1Christian Doppler was a mathematician and physicist observing stars and related the appear-
ing color to what is known as the Doppler shift due to non zero relative velocity between transmitter
and observer.
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Figure 3.3: From the collinear interaction region ions, atoms and laser are fully overlapped.
The ions are deflected by a electric field deflector. Hence, only neutral atoms travel on to
the target glass plate. Secondary electrons scatter off the glass plate and are collected by
the Channel Electron Multiplier (CEM).
pulses create electrons through the photoelectric effect. For photon energies be-
low the work function of the target material the effect is small since it requires a
multiphoton process. For photon energies above the material work function, on
the other hand, the effects can be very large and saturate the NPD. In order to sup-
press interfering photoelectrons a switchable mesh is placed in front of the CEM.
The material of the plate is crucial since it needs to be simultaneously transpar-
ent and conducting. In the original design, ITO (tin doped indium oxide) on BK7
(standard glass) were used. In the work presented in paper
3.2.3 PEARLS
The Photo Electron Angular-Resolved Linear Spectrometer (PEARLS) is a
collinear spectrometer for PAD spectroscopy of atomic and molecular ions using
lasers or synchrotrons such as MAX IV [116]. A design view of PEARLS is shown
in Figure 3.4. The collinear geometry is defined by two apertures at a 50 cm dis-
tance. An FC and an NPD, placed after a deflector separating ions and atoms
exiting the interaction region, are included for normalizing purposes (Figure 3.1).
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A graphite tube surrounds the interaction region where 4 lines of holes have been
drilled along the tube. 16 CEMs are positioned such that they detect electrons
that have passed through the holes. The setup of CEM detectors are designed
to simultaneous collect photodetached electrons in four perpendicular directions.
This makes it possible to map to the total 4𝜋 emission of the outgoing electron
wave by determining the ratio of two perpendicular positioned detectors
𝐶 = 𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓(90)𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓(0)
. (3.1)
As described in Paper IV the asymmetry parameter 𝛽 can then be deduced by the
expression.
𝛽 = 1 − 𝐶1 + 𝐶/2 (3.2)
A PAD study may vary in complexity depending on the system under investiga-
tion. Anions with photon energy dependent angular distribution are of particular
interest. A complication occurs if the photon energies are sufficient to leave the
residual atom in an excited state, or if an excited state of the anion is populated. In
this case the electrons of different detachment channels will have different ener-
gies. For this reason, electrodes are placed at the exit holes of the tube and serves
as an energy high pass filter to suppress low energetic electrons.
3.2.4 RADAR
Photodetachment can occur as soon as the photon energy is larger than the EA
of the negative ion under investigation. By the principle of angular momentum
conservation, the initial and final state of the photodetachment determines the
possible angular momenta of the outgoing electronic wave. The onset of photode-
tachment events above threshold depends on the angular momentum according
to Wigner’s threshold law [95] described in Section 2.2.1. As seen from Equation
2.21 and Figure 2.5, an outgoing electron with an angular momentum larger than
1 gives an onset which is less pronounced and therefore harder to determine ex-
perimentally. This fact makes for instance the halogens ideal for high precision
LPT measurements. On the other hand, photodetachment from the alkali metals
instead gives a slow onset. Two-photon energy experiment has been conducted
at GUNILLA in earlier work [49], [50]. In these studies photodetachment with
photon energies sufficiently high to open the possibility to leave the residual atom
in an excited state. These channel openings adds extra contributions to the total
cross section. The possibility to select one single channel of photodetachment can
circumvent the issue of a slow onset at the threshold.
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Figure 3.4: PEARLS in a 3 dimensional view with the central graphite tube in the center
of the picture. Electrons exiting the tube pass through the energy filter into the detector
boxes that hosts the Channel Electron Multipliers.
For this purpose a new detector called Rydberg Atom Detector for Anion Re-
search (RADAR) has been designed. The basic layout of the detector i shown in
Figure 3.5. Negative ions are interacting with one or two laser beams along a 70 cm
long interaction region. Thereafter they enter a sequence of 11 concentric plates
in a Field Ionizer (FI). Rydberg state excited atoms, or Rydberg atoms in short,
are created by photodetachment with a photon energy sufficient to both detach
the anion and excite the atom. The number of plates of the FI enables field con-
figurations for spatially selective ionization of up to 9 sequentially neighbouring
Rydberg states. Cations created from different states will be created at different
positions and hence at different potentials. They will therefore be kinetic energy
tagged corresponding to their atomic state. The energy tag is converted into in-
dividual trajectories in an electrostatic analyzer. The trajectories end up as spots
on a Micro Channel Plate (MCP) together with an associated DLD-40 commer-
cial position sensitive detector produced by RoentDek. Positive ions can also be
produced in the interaction region due to single photon absorption (if the pho-
ton is larger than the EA and IE of the element), through multiphoton absorption
or through collisions with residual gas. The energy of these positive ions are not
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Figure 3.5: The RADAR spectrometer schematics during an operation of single channel
detection for partial cross section measurements. The spectrometer consist of three seg-
ments for Rydberg atom separation. Negative ions are interacting with two laser fields
in the interaction region with a collinear overlap. One for photodetachment and one for
resonant excitation in order to create Rydberg atoms. Rydberg atoms are ionized and en-
ergy tagged in the field ionizer. In the last region of detection the positive ions produced
in the field ionizer are spatially separated from the positive ions created in the interaction
region by secondary background effects. The separation and individual detection are per-
formed with the aid of energy analyzing bending plates and a position sensitive detector
respectively.
changed during the passage through the ionizer. Hence, they will travel on a dif-
ferent trajectory in the electrostatic analyzer and create an individual spot on the
detector. Positive ions created in a single photon absorption is of interest in ex-
periments that aims to investigate the Wannier threshold law [58]. This type of
experiment will be discussed further in Section 5. Single Rydberg state atoms may
be created with a variation of the FI configuration together with a double photon
excitation scheme developed by Lindahl et al. [49]. It enables single channel de-
tection for partial cross section measurements as shown in the schematics of Figure
3.5.
3.2.5 Lasers
Since 1960 [117], when the report of the first laser light source was published, lasers
have been an invaluable tool in many research fields. The obvious selection of light
source for photodetachment are lasers due to their inherent monochromatic prop-
erty, only limited by the linewidth that generally is narrow enough for high resolu-
tion spectroscopy. Since it’s necessary to run energy dependent photodetachment
experiments during LPT a wavelength tunable laser is a requirement. For anion
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spectroscopy the wavelength regions of interest spans the whole visible spectral
range as well as a few hundreds of nm into the UV and far into the IR wavelength
regions. For high signal rates, the photon energy density needs to reach levels of
at least∼ 10 µJ. There are several options of ns pulsed lasers that reach these den-
sities and a few of them are available in the laboratory of GUNILLA. All of the
lasers at GUNILLA are operated using a pump laser and are explained separately
in the following section.
3.2.5.1 Pump Lasers
A versatile source of high intensity laser light source are lasers with the active
medium of Neodymium ion doped crystal of Yttrium Aluminum Garnet,
𝑁𝑑+3:𝑌3𝐴𝑙5𝑂12 or 𝑁𝑑:YAG in short. 𝑁𝑑:YAG has a wide range of absorption
and emission lines that creates several options for a four level lasing scheme. The
most frequently used emission line of the 𝑁𝑑:YAG is at 1064 nm, generated from
flash lamp pumping. The 𝑁𝑑:YAG crystal placed in a cavity rapidly absorbs light
to reach an excitation level above the lasing threshold, leading to the emission
of laser radiation. The lasing is efficient enough to empty the absorbed energy
within nanoseconds. Hence, the lasing threshold might be reached several times
during a typical discharge flash lamp pulse of the pulse length in the microsecond
range. However, a single pulse down to a ∼ 10 ns pulse width is possible to create
using so called Q-switching. The idea of Q-switching is to block the cavity by an
electro-optical device until the energy absorption of the crystal reached its peak
value. When opening the cavity, in principle all absorbed energy is released in a
very short time, hence increasing the light intensity about 4 orders of magnitude.
This high intensity output is ideal for frequency doubling and tripling in standard
𝐵𝐵𝑂 based units [118]. This adds options for the laser output to the wavelengths
of 532 nm and 355 nm.
For precision measurements narrow linewidths are desirable. One option is to
use the so called seeding, in which a narrow laser light is introduced into the cavity
from an external cw laser. At GUNILLA there are two types of pump lasers in
use for second and third harmonic 𝑁𝑑:YAG emission. A 10 Hz system Quanta
Ray Pro series from Spectra Physics generates 6 ns pulses with pulse energies of
hundreds of mJ. The Clark-MXR, CPA-Series of variable repetition rate from
1 kHz to 10 kHz, generates output powers up to 10 W in pulses of about 10 ns.
Another laser manufacturer is Edgewave that delivers the InnoSlab laser that is
suitable for pumping a wide range of Chromatic conversion systems.
Systems in order to generate even shorter fixedlaser wavelengths are today re-
alised by High Harmonic Generation (HHG) [119], [120]. By shining intense laser
fields through noble gas cells it’s possible to create harmonic orders over 20 [121].
A HHG system is being installed in the GUNILLA facility infrastructure. There
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are other systems for HHG proposed in litterateur based on atomic negative ions
[122], [123] and semiconductors [124].
3.2.5.2 Chromatic conversion system
In general fixed frequency lasers are not sufficient for atomic spectroscopy and this
is also the case for LPT. However, there are several ways to convert the high in-
tensity light of pump lasers into frequency tunable light. Some of the options are
available at the GUNILLA facility and are described in the sections below. All
light sources have in common a cavity with a wavelength selective diffraction grat-
ing and a partly transparent output coupler. They differ in the conversion medium
and conversion specifications.
3.2.5.3 Dye Lasers
Dye lasers makes use of optical fluorescence from a liquid chemical dilution, or
dye, prepared as an active medium. The Sirah Precision Scan (SPS) is tailor-made
for dyes with its absorption band in one of the harmonics of a𝑁𝑑 ∶ 𝑌 𝐴𝐺 laser. The
Sirah consists of multiple stages of dye cuvettes placed in an oscillator, a preampli-
fier and a main amplifier sequence. The dye of the cuvettes can easily be changed
for different wavelength regions of laser emission for operation in wavelengths
ranging from 375 nm to 930 nm of the SPS. Impressive spectral linewidths of sub
GHz is a feature of the double grating setup of the oscillator of the SPS. The emis-
sion of the oscillator pass first a preamplifier and second the main amplifier. There
are small restrictions in terms of repetition rate and pulse width for the dye sys-
tems in general, which basically inherent their features from the pump laser. At
GUNILLA the SPS is pumped by a Quanta Ray Pro pump laser from Spectra
Physics.
3.2.5.4 Ti:Sa Lasers
𝑇 𝑖:𝑆𝑎 is short for a Sapphire crystal (𝐴𝑙2𝑂3) doped with 𝑇 𝑖3+ titanium ions. This
solid active medium has high damage threshold combined with a wide emission
band in the red and IR wavelength regions. In the 𝑇 𝑖:𝑆𝑎 available at the GU-
NILLA facility the crystal is placed in an in-house built laser with a so called z-
shape cavity. It is pumped by a Clark pump laser, as described in Section 3.2.5.1.
The design is based on a laser developed at Johannes Gutenberg-Universität, Mainz
and ISOLDE at CERN [125], [126]. The modular setup makes use of an easy wave-
length adjustment by a tiltable diffraction grating. A 𝐵𝐵𝑂 crystal is used as an ex-
ternal or intracavity second harmonic generator, depending on if linewidth, power
or tunability performance are preferred. As an option the cavity may be included
with a wavelength restricting etalon to reach even more narrow linewidths.
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3.2.5.5 OPO
An Optical Parametric Oscillation (OPO) is technically not a laser but has similar
characteristics. It delivers high power coherent light from frequency conversion
by higher order effects in solid state materials. These materials or crystals have
relatively large non-linearity of its dielectric coupling of an exerted electric field
𝑃 = 𝜀𝐸 + 𝑑𝐸2. Here 𝐸 is the electric field applied on a material with the induced
polarization 𝑃 with the linear electric susceptibility 𝜀 as a coupling constant. The
parameter 𝑑, which in most optical systems can be neglected, becomes important
when the applied field is large. The effect of the nonlinear coupling of an incoming
electromagnetic wave𝜔𝑝 is the probability for it to split in two outgoing waves of𝜔𝑠
and 𝜔𝑖. An extensive explanation of all the principles involved in this conversion
is given in the doctoral thesis of J. Pearson [127]. The section below is a quick
summary of the principles involved following many of the explanations found in
his work.
The nonlinear frequency conversion is not at all an obvious effect but arises from
quantum fluctuations called optical parametric fluorescence. Much like a laser fa-
cilitates ”noise” or spontaneous emission to generate an avalanche of stimulated
emission the parametric fluorescence can be used to create the same effect end-
ing up in optical parametric amplification. The conversion is restricted in terms of
energy conservation to 𝜔𝑝 = 𝜔𝑠 + 𝜔𝑖. The indices of the frequencies are chosen
from the conventional naming of the incoming wave being the pump frequency
where as the outgoing higher and lower frequencies are the signal and the idler,
respectively. Due to chromatic dispersion in the crystal material the three waves
in general end up out of phase for a crystal of finite length. This inhibits the ampli-
fication but can be circumvented in materials with a combination of nonlinear and
birefringent properties. The birefringence introduces the possibility to adjust the
dispersion by crystal rotation to keep the waves in phase. This can be summarized
in the equation of all three wave vectors 𝒌𝑝 = 𝒌𝑠 + 𝒌𝑖 in a condition called phase
matching. This condition brings the extremely beneficial possibility to utilize the
rotation of the crystal to match specific frequencies for the signal and idler. Exam-
ples of crystals available as an optical parametric amplifier, OPA, is 𝐵𝐵𝑂, 𝐾𝑇𝑃
and𝐾𝑇𝐴1. An OPA in which the pump wave is reflected back and forth in a cavity
is named an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) [128]. Just as in laser cavities one
can introduce frequency selective components to narrow the spectral width of the
OPO emission and just as in the dye laser described in Section 3.2.5.3 the com-
bination of an oscillator (OPO) and a subsequent amplifier (OPA) is commonly
found in these laser systems.
At GUNILLA there are two commercial systems based on the OPO princi-
1𝐵𝐵𝑂, 𝐾𝑇𝑃 and 𝐾𝑇𝐴 is short for Barium Borate, 𝐵𝑎𝐵2𝑂4, Potassium titanyl phosphate
𝐾𝑇𝑖𝑂𝑃𝑂4, and Potassium titanyl arsenate, 𝐾𝑇𝑖𝑂𝐴𝑠𝑂4 respectively.
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ple. The Laser Vision custom manufactured OPO/OPA [129] deliver light from
1350 nm to 5000 nm. The MOPO:SL from the Quanta Ray series by Spectra Physics
has an additional frequency doubling option (FDO) of the signal and idler output
respectively which delivers laser wavelengths from 220 nm to 1800 nm. The two
systems combined, can therefore cover the spectral region from UV to Mid IR.
3.3 ISOLDE
Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire (CERN) [130] is a research facility
for particle and nuclear physics located on the border between France and Switzer-
land just outside Geneva which for more than 60 years has been used to for re-
search. The most famous facility is the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [131]. The
storage ring has a circumference of 27 km which allows it to store 7 TeV energetic
proton bunches. The ring has two beam lines for counter propagating bunches and
4 interaction points with a large and complex infrastructure for detecting collisions
products. The collisions create similar energetic conditions to the ones in the early
universe and it’s the only place in the world where this can be achieved. In order
to get the TeV energy proton beam there are four preaccelerating stages [132]–
[136]. Many of them were a part of CERN before the LHC and all of them have
additional research facilities which make use of the high energy proton beam.
The facility with the longest history that is still operational at CERN is Isotope
mass Separator On-Line facility (ISOLDE). Since 1967 [137] nuclear experiments
have been performed at ISOLDE although it has gone through several reconstruc-
tions and extensions [138], [139]. Heavy nuclei compounds, called targets, undergo
fission [140], spallation [141] and fragmentation [142] induced by the energy in the
fast proton beam1. Daughter nuclei are created inside the proton beam targets in
a highly none selective fashion, in principle covering all isotopes on the nuclear
chart. However, in a specific experiment only one isotope is used. The isotopes
produced in the target are ionized in a variety of different ion sources [143]. The
target materials are selected for their specific properties such as release times and
ion rates, thorium compounds in form of metal foils being one example. Magnetic
mass separators are then used to select a specific mass of interest which can be
directed to one of several research stations. Most of the research stations are in-
house, such as the CRIS collaboration [144], but a large part of the beam time at
ISOLDE is available for researchers applying for beam time.
The production of negative ions has until the recent years been of lower priority
compared to positive. However, development and usage of surface ionizers en-
ables negative ion extraction into the ISOLDE beam lines [145]. Another option
1The accelerator ring Proton Synchrotron Booster supplies up to 75% of its total beam to
ISOLDE, simultaneously being the second stage of preaccelerator for LHC
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is to use an efficient methods of extracting positive ions, such as the laser source
called RILIS [146]. Later a charge exchange cell [147] may be utilized in order to
convert the ion beam to negative charge.
3.3.1 GANDALPH
TheGothenburg ANionDetector for Affinity measurements by Laser Photodetach-
ment (GANDALPH) is an experimental system, graphically presented in Figure
3.6, which is designed for LPT studies of radioactive isotopes. At experimental
Figure 3.6: Figure from paper I showing a schematic principle of GANDALPH. A beam
of negative ions is overlapped with a laser beam, arranged in either a co- or counter-
propagating geometry. The neutral atoms produced in the photodetachment process im-
pinge on a coated glass substrate where secondary electrons are created. These electrons
are deflected 90° by means of an electrode where they are detected by a single channel
electron multiplier. Remaining undetached ions are deflected towards a Faraday cup.
runs GANDALPH has been mounted at the GLM beam line of the General Pur-
pose Separator (GPS) at ISOLDE. The design of GANDALPH has many simi-
larities to the DOPPLER chamber described in Section 3.2.2. However, GAN-
DALPH has not the interaction region tubular for doppler tuning and the ion op-
tics are designed for ion beams above 15 keV rather than for the 6 keV beams of
GUNILLA. GANDALPH, in its latest revision, also utilizes a number of new de-
tectors for low ion rate detection, beam diagnostics as well as alpha particle detec-
tion. The increased versatility of GANDALPH is described in detail in Leimbach
et al. [148].
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Result
In this chapter the results of the research project I’ve been involved in as a Ph.D
student are presented and summarized. The results are described in detail in the
six appended papers.
4.1 A new design of NPD, an application of
Graphene (Paper I)
As explained in previous chapters NPD:s are used for detection of the residual
atom in the photodetachment process. Different versions of NPD-detectors are
used at DESIREE [69], [70], [74], VERA [78], [149], CERN-ISOLDE (This work,
Paper I) and at GUNILLA [150]. The target plate needs the combined proper-
ties of being transparent and conducting. It obviously needs to be transparent in
order to allow laser light to pass through, and it needs to be conducting in order
to avoid being charged. Prior to this work, the target plate has been made from
standard glass (BK7) coated with ITO (Indium doped Tin Oxide). This has limited
the photon energy ranges in LPT to below 3.7 eV due to the opacity of ITO. The
work of Paper I presents a NPD with graphene coated quartz as the target plate.
Benchmark experiments showed the obvious benefits of the new target material
both with respect to the wavelength range and to an extremely small background
emission. Full functionality is displayed in Paper I at 5.3 eV which proves a ma-
jor improvement compared to the ITO coated plates. The new target material
is already implemented as standard at GUNILLA and was used in the upgraded
version of GANDALPH at ISOLDE-CERN in October 2018 when the electron
affinty of astatine was successfully measured.
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4.2 Photodetachment of radioactive iodine,
towards revealing EA of astatine (Paper II)
In 2013 a collaboration between CERN, Mainz Universität and GU was formed
with the ultimate goal to determine the EA of 𝐴𝑡−. The use of ISOLDE (Section
3.3) was a necessity since all isotopes of 𝐴𝑡 are radioactive. After construction
of the new spectrometer GANDALPH (Section 3.3.1) and being granted beam
time at ISOLDE, a first measurement was conducted in the summer of 2016. At
that point the first experimental investigation of a radioactive isotope negative
ion was performed where the EA of 128I− (𝑡1/2 = 25 min) was determined to be
3.059 052(38) eV. 128I was produced in fission induced by 1.4 GeV protons striking
a thorium/tantalum foil target and then extracted as singly charged negative ions
at a beam energy of 20 keV. LPT with laser light produced with a 𝑇 𝑖:𝑆𝑎 laser was
performed during 40 min using anti-parallel laser and ion beams. The beam time
available did not allow for additional LPT with parallel alignment which would
have allowed reduction of the Doppler shift to all orders (see Section 2). Instead
the beam energy was determined using the well known EA of 127I−. The details
on this procedure is presented in Paper II. This lead to a higher uncertainty of the
EA, which prevailed in the determination of an isotope shift between the 128I−
and 127I− isotopes.
Technical difficulties that were identified during the experiment were connected
to the neutral particle detector of GANDALPH. The pressure of lower than
10−8 mbar diminished the background rate of collisional detached anions to a neg-
ligible level. Instead the decay of radioactive isotopes in the NPD:s glass plate
constituted the main background signal that increased during the experimental
beam time.
Nevertheless, the successful determination of the EA of 128I− consitutes a major
milestone in the efforts to measure the EA of astatine.
4.3 Spectroscopy on a rare element (Paper III)
A laser photodetachment threshold investigation of astatine anions, described in
detail in Paper III, were performed at the radioactive beam facility ISOLDE (see
Section 3.3). The spallation products of a target consisting of a Th/Ta composition
were ionized by a ISOLDE-MK4 negative ion surface ionizer [145]. The ions were
extracted by electrodes on 20 kV potential compared to the surface ionizer and cre-
ated into an essentially monoenergetic negative ion beam. A mass separating mag-
net was used in order to prepare an isobaric beam of 211At− ions that was guided to
the GANDALPH spectrometer, here it was superimposed collinearly with a laser
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beam. A Sirah laser using dye Coumarin 503 resolved in ethanol was pumped
by the third harmonic of a 10kHz repetition 𝑁𝑑:YAG InnoSlab laser. The laser
light power was in the range 20 mW to 30 mW in the interaction region of GAN-
DALPH with a pulse duration of 7 ns and a linewidth of 12 GHz. The production
rate of neutral astatine atoms were monitored in a neutral particle detector as the
photon energy were scanned over threshold for photodetachment. The collinear
overlap was performed with both parallel and anti-parallel laser and ion beams.
The photon energy was scanned over the range of ℎ𝜈 =2.411 eV to 2.4301 eV. All
instrumental noise and statistical effects of the measurement produced an uncer-
tainty lower than the limiting uncertainty of 50 µeV from the laser linewidth. The
threshold data were fitted with a nonlinear regression routine, with uncertainty
weighted least squares as residuals, using an adapted version of Equation 2.22,
𝜎(ℎ𝜈) = 𝑎 + 𝑏
6
∑
𝐹=3
(2𝐹 + 1)√ℎ𝜈 − (𝐸𝐴 +Δ𝐸ℎ𝑓𝑠,𝐹 )Θ (ℎ𝜈 − (𝐸𝐴 +Δ𝐸ℎ𝑓𝑠,𝐹 )) .
(4.1)
Here, the sum runs over all possible atomic hyperfine levels of quantum number
𝐹 = 3 − 6 with a corresponding threshold energy shift Δ𝐸ℎ𝑓𝑠,𝐹 compared to the
EA. The discontinuity of the channel openings is realized by the Heaviside step
function Θ. The fitting parameters 𝑎 and 𝑏 handle the event of a static background
and its relative strength compared to the photodetachment signal. The relative
strengths of the different photodetachment channel were determined by the mul-
tiplicity 2𝐹 + 1 of the final state in the atom. The fitting routine was applied to
all scan data sets, both parallel and antiparallel, where a mean EA value for both
laser alignments were retrieved. The geometrical mean of the two was utilized to
remove all effects of the Doppler shift [109]. The electron affinity was determined
to 𝐸𝐴(𝐴𝑡) = 2.415 78(7) eV.
Alongside the experiment a theoretical evaluation was made of the 𝐸𝐴(𝐴𝑡) us-
ing the powerful computational software DIRAC15 [151] to perform a coupled
cluster numerical method as the zeroth order Hamiltonian including relativistic
coulomb interaction as well as electron correlation. Additionally perturbative con-
tributions from higher order excitations, Breit interactions and Lamb Shift QED
effects were added to end up at a final value of 2.414(16) eV, consistent with the
experimental result.
The experiment of 128I− and 211At− opened up for new possibilities in atomic
physics since we now will be able to study negative ions of elements heavier than
bismuth, which are lacking stable isotopes. Another future project at GANDALPH,
in which isotope shifts in EA’s will be investigated, has been granted beam time at
ISOLDE. This subject will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
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4.4 New spectrometer for PAD (Paper IV)
Paper IV gives a thorough description of the principles and function of PEARLS
that was introduced in Section 3.2.3. PEARLS is inspired by the design of a spec-
trometer used by D. Hanstorp et al. [103]. The central part of PEARLS is a 22 cm
graphite cylinder with holes drilled in four rows, situated at 90°with respect to each
other. Each row has 28 holes of 5 mm diameter. This enables a collinear align-
ment between interacting light beam and ion beam with simultaneous detection
of outgoing electrons in the perpendicular direction. The electron detection using
CEM:s covers four perpendicular directions with in total 16 CEM:s divided into
two identical modules. The modular design could easily be extended for higher
detection rates. Paper IV presents results from benchmark tests performed with 4
out of 8 possible CEM:s present in one out of the two modules.
Originally PEARLS was designed for PAD experiments at the Advance Light
Source (ALS) synchrotron light source in Berkeley, USA [152], [153]. At ALS
photon energies that can photoionize both atomic and molecular cations as well as
anions are available. The design of PEARLS was optimized for detection of high
kinetic energy electrons. However, for commissioning of the spectrometer, pho-
todetachment studies of negative ions at GUNILLA, using in-house lasers, were
performed. The accessibility to the experimental facilities is much higher at GU-
NILLA than at the ALS or any other synchrotron user facility and the lasers are
sufficient to provide photoelectrons in the lower kinetic energy region if negative
ions are used in the experiments.
For the lower energy region of photoelectrons the relative velocity due to the
ion kinetic energy gets pronounced. Therefore the kinetic effects was character-
ized using the simulation software SIMION® [154]. The simulations were used as
post-experimental processing in order to correct the systematic error caused by the
kinematic effect and the non-zero acceptance angle. Additional channel openings
above the photodetachment threshold constitute a contamination contribution to
the PAD. Therefore, PEARLS has been equipped with electrodes that can be used
to suppress low energy photoelectrons. The filters permit PEARLS to reach even
higher energies for specific PAD channels.
The advantage of PEARLS is that the interaction volume is much larger than
that obtained in a crossed beams geometry. This comes at a cost of a lower angular
resolution. It can further be argued that the VMI spectrometer, which utilizes
a crossed beams geometry, has the advantage of collecting all electrons emitted
in the investigated process, whereas PEARLS only collects electron emitted at
0∘ and 90∘ with respect to the laser polarization. However, it is essentially the
ratio of the emission at these two angles that contains the information about the
asymmetry parameter. Therefore, by detecting electrons emitted at 0∘ and 90∘ one
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essentially obtains the same information and signal levels as if electrons emitted
into all directions are detected. Further, the modular design of PEARLS makes it
possible to use multiple modules along the collinear beams in order to increased
the collection rates.
4.5 Extended range of PAD Anions (Paper V)
Paper V presents a study of the angular dependence of the photoelectrons follow-
ing photodetachment of 𝑃−. Photoelectrons at 11 photon energies were detected
perpendicularly with respect to the ion beam at 0°, 90°, 180° and 270°, relative to
the laser polarization. For each photon energy values of the 𝛽 parameter are re-
trieved. Uncertainties are dominated by statistical fluctuations and vary between
photon energies due to the use of several different types of lasers.
At the photon energy of 3.06 eV a 180° rotation of the laser polarization were
performed with 10° steps. The resulting angular dependence yielded a value of the
asymmetry parameter 𝛽 = 0.31(4).
The experimentally determined 𝛽 values have to be corrected for two instru-
mental effects. First, there is a kinematic effect since the detachment occurs in the
rest frame of the moving ions while the detection of the emitted electrons occur in
the laboratory frame. This effect, which is largest for small electron energies, can
easily be corrected for by a transformation between the two frames. Second, there
is a non zero acceptance angle for the electrons. This effect, which is smaller than
the kinematic effect is estimated using a simulation using the software SIMION®.
The measured values of the 𝛽 parameter as a function of the photon energies shows
the typical behaviour for a 𝑝-wave detachment where it starts at zero, shows a min-
imum reaching almost -1 whereafter it gradually increases toward an asymptotic
value of 1. The experimental data is fitted to the expression.
𝛽 = 2𝐴2𝜀(𝐴2𝜀 − 2𝑐)1 + 2𝐴22𝜀2
where 𝐴2 and 𝑐 are the model parameters and 𝜀 the energy above the threshold.
This model [103], which is an approximation of the full Cooper-Zare formulation
[62] of Equation 2.25, has been shown to be a very powerful tool in analyzing PAD
data.
A non-linear regression of Equation 2.26 with 1/𝜎2 weights yielding an adjusted
R-Squared of 98%. The 𝑐 parameter was implemented into the fit by letting the
residual phase shift 𝑑 = 𝛿2 − 𝛿0 represent 𝑐 by the relation 𝑐 = cos 𝑑.
The estimated values of parameters 𝐴2 and 𝑐 are interesting to put into context
with earlier results from similar experiments. The c-parameter describes the resid-
ual phase shift between the 𝑠- and 𝑑-waves of the outgoing electron, where a value
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of 1 means that there is complete destructive interference between the two waves
along the polarisation axis. This gives the extraordinary result that an electric field
driving the electron along the polarization axes yields an electron emitted perpen-
dicularly. By comparing with other experiments it is shown that a rather constant
value for 𝑐 ≈ 0.9 is apparent for all examples of 𝑝-electron photodetachment. This
is close to the earlier adopted value of 1 in mixed models [155]. Nevertheless it def-
initely deviate from being equal to unity as earlier assumed for pure 𝑝-detachment.
The 𝐴2 parameter scales with the size of the negative ion [103], [155]. As a con-
sequence, this parameter varies significantly for different elements. However, it
is expected to be inversely related to the electron affinity, since a larger affinity
corresponds to a more tightly bound electron. It is shown in Paper V that the
𝐴2 parameter indeed scale inversely with the electron affinity. Finally we should
point out that a regression using a model with an energy dependence of the resid-
ual phase, also was applied to the data. However, the adjusted R-square showed
no improvement for the alternative model.
4.6 Commissioning of photodetachment
spectrometer with diverse scattering product
analysis (Paper VI)
In Paper VI the functionality of the RADAR detector is demonstrated by first
presenting the first experimental results and second simulations of the three modes
of operation proposed in Section 3.2.4. The simulations was performed on ion
trajectories using the commercial software SIMION®.
The experiment performed to demonstrate the performance of RADAR was to
measure the partial photodetachment channel of 𝐶𝑠−, leaving the residual atom
in the 6𝑝 2𝑃3/2 excitated state. This particular state was selected since it gives
an 𝑠-wave threshold which has a sharp onset. The subsequent steps of RIS with
high atomic state selectivity and an efficient suppression of all competing partial
photodetachment channels is demonstrated. The main features in the experiments
are confirmed by the corresponding simulations. However, the experimental data
reveals a few artifacts compared to the simulated detector images. First, the noise
from PSD dark counts and detection of free electrons constitute a background
spread over the whole detection image. Secondly a positional discrepancy of the
simulated and the measured signal peaks is visible. By additional simulation the
discrepancy can be equalized by reducing the voltages of the electrostatic bending
plates with 10%. Alternatively, simulation with a 10% lower initial kinetic energy
makes the ion beam follow the same trajectory observed in experiment. Finally,
the uncertainty of the final alignment of the internal parts of the spectrometer may
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create this slight inconsistency with simulation input parameters.
Nevertheless, the combination of the experiment and the simulation shows a
successful commissioning of RADAR for single photodetachment channel spec-
troscopy. By using the Wigner threshold law, from Equation 2.21, the energy
of the the channel onset was retrieved. Using known excitation energy of the
6𝑠 2𝑆1/2 − 6𝑝 2𝑃3/2 transition the electron affinity was determined to 𝐸𝐴(𝐶𝑠−) =
0.471 612(9) eV.
The second mode of operation of RADAR, ”Rydberg state branching ratios,”
is presented with a simulation of trajectories of a series of Rydberg excited atoms.
Our simulations show how positive ions created from five adjacent Rydberg levels
would hit the PSD with well defined separations. All other levels and background
positive ions are spatially discriminated by deflecting them to position outside the
PSD. A set of similar settings experiment can cover the whole range of Rydberg
levels for principal numbers 13 to 50. The range is limited by the strength of the
ionizing field and by overlapping detection spots from adjacent Rydberg levels on
the PSD.
The last simulation of Paper VI shows compelling results for the goal of perform-
ing threshold spectroscopy of 𝐶𝑠− at the double detachment limit. It is demon-
strated that it is feasible to detect double detached ions along with a spatially sep-
arate background from the highly excited Rydberg atoms (𝑛 < 50). A certain
level of background is generated from Rydberg atoms with 𝑛 > 50. However
the knowledge gained from Rydberg branching investigation as described above
serves to estimate the background created by Rydberg atoms with 𝑛 > 50. More-
over, products from ionization prior to the field ionizer will arise from competing
scattering processes such as ionic collisions as well as ions colliding with rest gas
particles in the chamber. These pre-ionized products will coincide at the signal
spot of the detector giving a photon energy independent background.
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Conclusion and Outlook
To summarize the scope of my thesis I will in this section make conclusion of my
results and technical developments and discuss the future steps using the newly
developed experimental stations.
The neutral particle detector (NPD) described in Paper I has a graphene coated
quartz glass plate that opens new spectral domains in collinear LPT. The new de-
sign has all the benefits of its predecessors ITO but with improved spectral prop-
erties. It should be stressed that the limit of 230 nm or 5.4 eV in the UV wavelenth
region was set by the laser used during the measurements. Hence, it’s still left to in-
vestigate the true limit of the detector. The investigation would benefit from light
sources stretching down to 150 nm or correspondingly 8.3 eV where the spectral
transmission window for pure Quartz has a cut off. The UV region now available
is one of the spectral windows of interest for instance on research on molecular
isobars of penta- and diflourides. Experiments with the new NPD have already
been performed where these molecules has been investigated at GUNILLA. Fu-
ture mass spectrometry experiments utilizing isobaric suppression are planned in
order to tests the functionality of the method at TANDEM mass spectrometers
such as the VERA facility in Vienna [78]. A copy of the graphene NPD has been
mounted onto GANDALPH for LPT on radioactive anions and has been used for
the EA measurements of astatine that was used to obtain the results presented in
Paper III.
The first commissioning of GANDALPH was performed during the work de-
scribed in Paper II, with the aim to perform the very first experiment of photode-
tachment spectroscopy of radioactive negative ions. The successful threshold mea-
surement of the 128I− ion was a milestone which demonstrated the feasibility of
photodetachment of radioactive negative ion research in general. The periodic ta-
ble as it’s shown in Figure 2.7 has more than one fifth of its elements that has not
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been experimentally investigated, and in several cases it’s not yet clear if they can
be produced as stable negative ions. The majority of these elements have until
now been unavailable for experiments since they have no stable isotopes. With
GANDALPH at ISOLDE the obstacle of radioactivity is removed and the elec-
tron affinity may be measured. The first EA to be measured of theses radioactive
elements is presented in Paper III reporting the results of laser threshold spec-
troscopy of 𝐴𝑡− ions. The experimentally determined 𝐸𝐴(𝐴𝑡) = 2.415 78(7) eV
distinguishes the theoretical predictions that has been an ongoing challenge for
more than a decade. Transferring the knowledge of the IEs and EAs to other re-
search fields benefits for instance in the determination of the electron negativity,
according to the Mulliken scale [156] or the prediction of chemical hardness, used
in hard and soft acid theory (HSAB) [157]. Moreover examples of density func-
tional theory (DFT) relies on the same atomic properties to calculate the chemical
potential [158]. These predictive tools of chemical bindings and reactivity has been
adopted over several decades and is still being pursued [159], [160].
The particular interest of astatine has been pushed by its suitability as candi-
date for Targeted Alpha Therapy (TAT) [161], [162]. The isotope 211At has a half
life of 7.2 h, a path length of 60 µm to 90 µm and an 𝛼-particle kinetic energy of
6.0 MeV to 7.5 MeV. This is a perfect match for in vivo radiotherapy of cancer
cells [163] or more specifically in TAT. The decay products of the isotope are all
stable and non toxic which minimizes the risk of internal organ damage[164]. One
of the big challenges of developing the radiopharmaceutical for this type of TAT is
the lack of first principle chemical studies of the rare element of astatine. Hence,
characterization using atomic physical properties is of high interest [161].
Future use of GANDALPH at radioisotope facilities such as ISOLDE at CERN
or IGISOL at the university of Jyväskylä has great potential for investigating the
Isotopic Shift, IS, in the EA. A continuation of the earlier work on the stable iso-
topes 35Cl− and 37Cl− [165], now extended to include all the available radioactive
isotopes of 𝐶𝑙−, is now feasible. The aim of this project is to extract the specific
mass shift, SMS, contribution to the total IS. The main motivation to use radioac-
tive isotopes is that for chlorine there are at least 12 isotopes that have sufficiently
long lifetimes to be investigated at an online facility, as compared with only two
if the experiments are limited to stable isotopes. The SMS is a direct probe of the
electron correlation between the valence electrons of the anion. Investigations of
SMS is therefore of high importance in order to model the true binding mechanism
of anions [89], [166], [167].
One should note that the production of ions via surface ionization is very suf-
ficient for the halogen elements due to its relatively large EAs. There are other
methods such as charge exchange from a donor gas. Future use of GANDALPH
are planned at ISOLDE including the beam line of the Collinear Resonance Ion-
ization Spectroscopy experiment, CRIS [168], [169], which uses a vapor exchange
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cell to provide neutral as well as negative ion beams. This will open up for in-
vestigation of essentially any negative ion that can be form, even if their EAs are
small.
The partial wave photodetachment study yield an improved value of the electron
affinity of Cesium and is the first experimental result of RADAR. The selective
𝑠-wave LPT has true benefits compared regular LPT where only the primary on-
set behavior, determined by the ground state electron configurations of the anion
and atom, can be determined. However an ordinary 𝑝-wave LPT, with impressive
high accuracy, was done by Scheer et al. [170] retrieving an electron affinity of
𝐸𝐴Scheer(𝐶𝑠−) = 471.64(6)meV. The work of Scheer et al. also presents a near
threshold shape resonance explained by the unbound negative ion state 6𝑠6𝑝 3𝑃 𝑜1 .
The currently adopted value was published in the review article of Hotorp and
Lineberger and states the electron affinity to be𝐸𝐴Hotop(𝐶𝑠−) = 471.630(25)meV
[171]. The value lacks other publication references but is confirmed in the se-
quel by Andersson et al. [172] and is discussed in Scheer et al. to be retrieved
by partial detachment to the 6𝑝 level of the the atom similar to this work. An
even earlier study of Cesium performed by Slater et al. [173] found the value
𝐸𝐴Slater(𝐶𝑠−) = 471.5(3)meV while investigating the total photodetachment by
LPT near the 6𝑝 channel opening and LPES with electron low pass filters for mea-
surement of the partial photodetachment cross section. In this context the value
generated from the work of Paper VI of 𝐸𝐴Welander(𝐶𝑠−) = 471.612(9)meV is
consistence with all the earlier values and with a competing level of precision.
The Partial wave LPT conducted in this work was only performed by a single ge-
ometry of co-propagating collinear ion and laser beams. Further measurement of
a conter-propagating alignment has the potential to improved the precision of the
measured 𝐸𝐴 by removing the dominating uncertainty of the absolute Doppler
shift compensation. The uncertainty of the absolute value of the kinetic energy
of the ions propagates to a final uncertainty almost one order of magnitude larger
than for the unshifted value of the electron affinity. With this doppler shift uncer-
tainty removed the laser linewidth and the energy spread of the ion beam will be
the dominating sources of uncertainty. The latter is estimated from the Cesium
Sputter Ion Source to be 9 meV [110] and the dye laser used for the spectroscopy
measurement has a listed linewidth of 9 µeV. Hence, the limit set by these two
experimental parameters has the potential to give a precision on the µeV level.
The threshold data were accumulated from one day’s measurement. Data ac-
cumulated over several days would reduce the statistical noise. One could esti-
mate an improvement factor by assuming the unbiased sample variance, 𝜎𝑁𝜆−1,
and the number of samples for one days measurements, 𝑁𝜆 at a wavelength 𝜆 to
be reproducible for each day. The noise is then represented by the standard error
𝜎𝑁𝜆−1/√𝐷𝑁𝜆 and is therefore reduced by a factor 1/
√
𝐷, where 𝐷 is the num-
ber of days of measurement. Unfortunately a vacuum breakdown and months of
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trouble shooting of the ion beam of the GUNILLA facility prevented further mea-
surements at the time of commissioning of RADAR. These things has now been
resolved and the final study of the EA of Cesium will be conducted in the near
future.
Another discussion brought up by Slater et al. that is highly relevant for par-
tial wave LPT is the range of validity of the Wigner law. Increasingly relevant
for channel openings of higher excitations where the expected energy dependence
is better explained by the threshold model of O’Malley [96] with an introduced
higher order term for polarizability of the parent atom. A natural extension of
the experiment of Cesium would be to extend the photon energy range in order to
distinguish the models for the 6𝑝 channel and channels of increasing excitation en-
ergy. The polarized parent atom has, during similar experiment [49], shown cases
of repulsive binding potential. These findings has trigger theoretical investigation
of similar effects [174] comparing contributions from the induced electrical dipole
moment and a permanent electrical dipole. This special case of state interference
appears for nearly degenerate states and is a perfect example of the high corre-
lated effects in the photodetachment process and its susceptibility to the presence
of other states and channel openings. Resonances due to DES are the effect of
similar impact on the partial photodetachment channels.
By increasing the energy of the experiment one eventually end up in the re-
gion of high density of states, in the region of the so called Rydberg states. The
features of RADAR make it possible to investigate Rydberg states and the energy
dependence of the branching ratios between the same as shown by the simulations
presented in Paper VI. The Rydberg state selective field ionization of RADAR
creates a versatile spectrometer that can map a large range of states in a handful
number of settings. The Rydberg states play an important role in the fundamental
understanding of atomic theory, such as in the theory describing the polarizability
of atoms [175]. The alkalies are suitable systems for investigations of photode-
tachment close to the double detachment and for the same reason also suitable
for investigating the Rydberg channels. Their relatively low value of EA and IE
adds up energies in the near visible UV spectral range such as 284 nm for 𝐶𝑠−
and 256 nm for 𝐾−. This was acknowledged already in 1988 by Bae and Peter-
son [176] who measured the double detachment cross section of potassium over a
range −70 meV to 250 meV relative to the threshold. They showed an energy de-
pendence of the photodetachment rate showed with features corresponding to the
theory of Wannier [58]. However, it showed equally good correspondence with
the model of Temkin [56]. Bae and Peterson stress the fact that their background
rate may be obscuring their possibility to conclusively rule out one of the mod-
els with their experiment. Nevertheless, they claim that the background of field
ionized of Rydberg states are restricted to stem from those of 𝑛 > 30.
RADAR benefits from several points of improvements compared to the equip-
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ment of Bae and Peterson. First, the selectivity of RADAR aims to separate Ryd-
berg atoms of the states 𝑛 < 50 and the signal in order to monitor their energy de-
pendence simultaneously. RADAR has about 20 times better vacuum and hence
a drastic reduction in the collisional detachment background. The spectral wave-
lengths can be covered by for instance the OPO system GUNILLA, as described
in Section 3.2.5. The OPO system of GUNILLA has a listed linewidth on the order
of 1 cm−1 which provides the spectral resolution needed.
PEARLS is now a fully functional spectrometer for PAD experiments which
originally was designed for synchrotron light experiments. The low photon flux
of these light sources is compensated with large interaction volume due to the
collinear geometry where increased signal rates compared to crossed beam geom-
etry saves valuable beam time. The benchmark experiments presented in Paper
IV shows the full capability of PEARLS as a movable spectrometer. The results
of photoelectron angular spectroscopy of phosphorus extends the benchmarking
to a slightly more complex system and proves PEARLS capability to investigate
the full variation angular dependencies of PADs. An approximate model of PAD
energy dependence derived from the more general Cooper-Zare formula provides
insights in the generality of PADs from photodetached 𝑝-electrons. The 𝑐 param-
eter of the model directly correlates with the residual phase shift between the par-
tial waves of 𝑠 and 𝑑 and has great importance in PAD experiments of molecular
species [177]. In these experiments it is common to use a modelling technique of
𝑠𝑝-mixing where the same model and hence the 𝑐-parameter represents the 𝑠 part
of the mixing. A frequently adopted assumption has been to set the 𝑐-parameter
to unity in the 𝑠𝑝-mixing. The result of Paper V points out that a different value
of 𝑐 ≈ 0.9 to be a more realistic value for the pure 𝑠 part. The shift in 𝑐 will subse-
quently lead to a shift in the mixing ratio of the molecular PAD modelling [61].
The impact of this thesis is up for the reader to judge but the conclusions can
clearly be separated in two categories. I have in my work with this thesis on one
hand constructed new tools of experiments with increasing possibilities for the re-
search field of negative ions. On the other hand I have with laser spectroscopy
provided fundamental atomic physical findings which are of interest within this
field at the same time they are interesting for other areas of research to gain better
knowledge and hopefully future breakthroughs.
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